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START BOOKING
From Blake’s home office, they log in 
to the online booking tool and filter 
the search by carbon emissions. Blake 
books a train – round trip – since it 
has a carbon-efficient badge.

SCHEDULE THE CAR
To get from train station to meeting 

venue, Blake reserves a car from a 
preferred provider. This way they know 

– insurance, cleanliness, background 
checks – it’s all covered.

DAY OF MEETING
Blake opens their laptop on the  
train to review meeting notes. As  
the train pulls into South Station, 
Blake sees the car waiting at the 
curb to take them to the meeting 
venue. Perfect timing.
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RETURN TRIP
Blake leaves the restaurant and walks 
to South Station to board the train. 
As the train arrives near their home, 
Blake spots a bike rack outside the 
train depot and imagines parking an 
e-scooter there for the ride home. 
Wouldn’t it be great to have e-scooters 
part of the corporate travel policy?

TEAM DINNER
After several strategy sessions, 

Blake’s colleagues recommend a 
restaurant a few miles from the 

meeting venue to cap off the day. 
Blake opens their mobile app and 

books a rideshare to take them there.

Meet Blake: The Modern Commuter 

Ground transportation choices are expanding  
all the time with micromobility options like  
rental bikes, e-scooters, and mopeds becoming 
future possibilities. Download our Ground Monitor 
to find out more.

Nowadays Blake finds the usual commute is from their bedroom to their home office. So, when a live team 
meeting is scheduled in downtown Boston next month, Blake welcomed the change of pace. Time to start 
planning the upcoming commute to South Station – about 50 miles from home in Manchester, New Hampshire.

https://www.amexglobalbusinesstravel.com/content/uploads/2023/06/Ground-Monitor-2023-2024.pdf

